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Abstract. The description and performance analysis of 
a new OFDM/DQPSK signal receiver is considered in this 
paper. The proposed receiver has performance that is close 
to the performance for the coherent detection of the 
OFDM/DQPSK signal, in case of zero carrier frequency 
offset. In case of non-zero frequency offset, receiver with 
decision feedback differential detection (DFDD-OFDM) is 
often used in the literature. The analysis will show that the 
proposed receiver has better performance in the presence 
of the frequency offset than DFDD-OFDM receiver, in the 
sense wider frequency offset range where the error 
probability is acceptable. The novel proposed OFDM 
receiver has better performance for all the considered 
values of the number of OFDM channels. 
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1. Introduction 
Modern telecommunication systems often use OFDM 

since it provides a broadband communication over fading 
channels. However, the performance of an OFDM system 
may be significantly deteriorated in case of the frequency 
offset between the local oscillators at the transmitter and 
the receiver [1], [2]. The problem with the frequency offset 
is that it creates the inter-carrier interference since the 
orthogonality of the OFDM subcarriers is ruined. Since 
inter-carrier interference may degrade the bit-error rate 
performance severely, the inter-carrier interference 
suppression has received considerable attention. 
Depending on the characteristics of the transmitted signal 
(pilot-based or not), there are different approaches for 
solving this problem [3]-[9]. 

The other approach for the detection of a signal in the 
presence of carrier frequency offset is to use differential 

detection (DD), where the phase of the current symbol is 
compared with the phase of the previous symbol 
(reference) and a decision is made based on the phase 
difference [10]. If the phase reference is not stable, due to 
fading, Doppler effect or poor frequency alignment 
between the oscillators, the detector performance degrades 
leading to the irreducible error floors [11]. To deal with 
this problem a decision-feedback differential detection 
(DFDD) scheme is proposed and analyzed by Edbauer in 
[12] for the MDPSK signal transmitted over the additive 
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, and for Rayleigh 
and Rician fading environment is analyzed in [13] and 
[14], respectively. Performance of OFDM receiver with 
DFDD algorithm (DFDD-OFDM) is presented in [15]. 
A different solution is to average the phase reference from 
more than one symbol interval or multiple-symbol dif-
ferential detection (MSDD-OFDM) can be performed 
using maximum likelihood sequence estimation [16]-[18].  

This paper proposes an OFDM/DQPSK receiver with 
adaptive remodulation filter (ARF-OFDM), where a new 
algorithm for the estimator weights adjustment is applied 
separately in each OFDM channel. Detection performance 
of the proposed system is close to the coherent detection 
performance of the differentially encoded signal. 

It will be shown that the proposed receiver is able to 
operate within significantly wider frequency offsets range 
than the other receivers with similar complexity (MSDD-
OFDM and DFDD-OFDM), regardless of the number of 
OFDM channels. 

2. System Model 
Analysis and simulations in this paper are performed 

in the digital complex baseband domain. The i-th sample of 
the OFDM signal, generated by the Inverse Fast Fourier 
Transformation (IFFT) at the transmitter is: 
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)(kAn is the amplitude value for n-th subcarrier of the 
k-th OFDM frame, represented with equation as:  
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where � �3,2,1,0)( �kdn  represents a DQPSK symbol which 
is transmitted in the n-th OFDM channel and k-th OFDM 
frame. 

The data is converted in serial sequence, then the 
cyclic prefix (CP) is added. 

The block diagram of the OFDM/DQPSK signal 
receiver used in this paper is shown in Fig. 1. The received 
signal is down converted, low-pass filtered, and sampled 
with the period Tf = TGI + TS + TCP, where TGI is the guard 
interval duration, TCP is the cyclic prefix duration, TS  is the 
symbol interval duration. N is the number of data channels 
and NVC is the virtual channels number (Fig. 1). S/P 
represents serial to parallel converter and it requires timing 
synchronization. After removing the cyclic prefix, 
a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of length N is 
performed. In this case we use OFDM demodulator with N 
subcarriers and discrete Fourier transform. 
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Fig. 1. ARF-OFDM receiver. 

If we assume that correct frame and timing synchro-
nization is achieved, then the received sequence in n-th 
OFDM channel and k-th OFDM frame, after stripping the 
CP, can be expressed as: 
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where r(i,k) = s(i,k) + n(i), and n(i) is the AWGN with 
power spectral density N0 / 2. 

In this paper we propose a signal processing structure 
whose internal structure is shown in Fig. 2 and the receiver 
is denoted as ARF-OFDM. The proposed algorithm with 
DQPSK input signal is equivalent to the LMS algorithm 
with the CW (Continuous Wave - a signal with constant 
amplitude and frequency, and a random phase) input signal 
in terms of adaptation rate and convergence, in case of 
correctly determined remodulation weights Rn,l(k). The 

remodulation weights are sufficiently correctly determined 
in the range of error probabilities of practical importance. 
Transversal filter with remodulation lowers the noise level 
in the input signal with as little degradation of the useful 
signal as possible. Therefore, if we put the transversal filter 
in front of the detector, the detector will work with the 
estimated input signal which has a smaller noise variance, 
and it will make better decisions. 
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Fig. 2. Adaptive signal processing structure in n-th ARF-

OFDM channel. 

The signal processing is described with the following 
equations: 
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where n = 1, 2, …, (N – NVC) denotes the n-th OFDM 
channel, 2L is the length of the proposed structure, and 
Rn,l(k) are remodulation weights.  The remodulation 
weights are determined independently for each branch in 
order to avoid the error propagation. Rn,l(k) are deter-mined 
as: 
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To summarize, weights Rn,l(k) are used for the 
modulation removal, and Wn,l(k) are complex weights 
trying to compensate the phase rotation due to frequency 
offset. The initial value of the weights is equal to 1 (phase 
is equal to 0). The convergence and the cost function of the 
algorithm are discussed in more details in the next 
subsection. 
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ARF-OFDM receiver for DQPSK modulation 
contains a new algorithm, corresponding to the nature of 
OFDM signals. The adjustment of the adaptive filter 
weights, Wn,l(k), used in all OFDM channels, is performed 
by the following algorithm: 
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where Wn,0(k) = 1 and En(k) is a partial (for each OFDM 
channel) LMS algorithm error signal, given by 

 )()()( kYkXkE nnn �� , (7) 

" is the adaptation factor, (�)! represents complex con-
jugate, and 2|)(| kXn  is the average power of the input 
signal. So, weights Wn,l(k) are being used in all OFDM 
channels, and are being adjusted in each channel, one after 
another.  

In the case of continuous wave (CW) input signal and 
if the thermal noise is neglected, the filter weight Wn,1(k) 
contains the estimated frequency offset �f as in [19] 
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Having the above in mind, we propose a correction 
for the k-th symbol detection using weight Wn,1(k) and the 
differential detection of k-th symbol is performed in the 
following way: 
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The proposed structure does not minimize the 
frequency offset, but has the ability to operate in a wide 
range of frequency offset. The algorithm has been applied 
due to its good overall properties, which include 
satisfactory speed, stability, and not so high complexity. 

The difference between previously published DFDD-
OFDM and DFDDI-OFDM algorithms [15] on one side 
and the proposed OFDM-ARF algorithm on the other side 
is that the proposed algorithm has no feedback loop, and it 
has the remodulation made for each weight separately. In 
the absence of feedback, the proposed system is not prone 
to error propagation. 

3. Numerical Results 
Performance of the described system is analyzed 

using Monte-Carlo simulation with one million simulation 
steps. The carrier frequency is 2.4 GHz, the sampling 
period before DFT block is Tc = 1 "s. OFDM simulation 
parameters are N = 16, number of virtual channel NVC = 2, 

cyclic prefix and guard interval TCP = TGI =2Tc, N = 32 
(NVC = 4, TCP = TGI =4Tc), N = 64 (NVC = 8, TCP = TGI =8Tc)  
for the three simulated cases, which does not limit the 
generality of the results. Tc represents system sampling 
interval at the input of the receiver. In most OFDM 
literature, the cyclic prefix occupies the same interval as 
the guard interval, but in our simulation the general format 
of the OFDM signal comprising, separated from the TCP 
and TGI is considered.  

Having in mind that the proposed ARF-OFDM 
receiver uses a large number (2L) of signal samples, their 
performance will be compared with the performance of the 
signal processing algorithms with similar complexity. In 
this paper we considered MSDD-OFDM [18], DFDD-
OFDM [15] as the algorithms with similar complexity and 
DD-OFDM receiver [20] that is often used in literature. 
Based on analyses shown in [18], we analyzed MSDD-
OFDM system with 3 symbols used for detection. 

Fig. 3 shows the symbol error probability as a func-
tion of the energy per symbol to noise power spectral 
density ratio (Es / N0) if there is no frequency offset in an 
AWGN channel. The parameters of the proposed ARF-
OFDM receiver are: 2L + 1 = 9 and " = 0.01. The selected 
value of the parameter L gives almost optimal error 
probability performance for a wide range of other system’s 
parameters values. This figure also shows two theoretical 
cases: differential and coherent detection of the received 
OFDM signal which is differentially coded at the trans-
mitter. It is known that the differential detection requires 
larger SNR to reach the performance of the coherent 
detection. 
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Fig. 3. Symbol error probability as function of signal to noise 
ratio for �f = 0 in AWGN channel. 

If the signal processing is performed by ARF-OFDM 
and DFDD-OFDM the performances of the systems are 
close to the theoretical ones for the coherent detection of 
DQPSK signal. ARF-OFDM system performances are 
slightly better than DFDD-OFDM systems performances.  

Since OFDM schemes are primarily intended for the 
mobile and wireless systems where a fading channel is 
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assumed, in the following figures the performance analysis 
is performed in Rician fading channel with Rician factor 
K = 10 dB. Figs. 4, 5, and 6 show the symbol error rate 
versus the normalized frequency offset of the receiver if 
the signal processing is performed by: proposed ARF-
OFDM, DFDD-OFDM, MSDD-OFDM with 3 symbols 
used for detection and DD-OFDM receiver. Three different 
values of the number of OFDM channels are considered 
N = 16, 32, and 64. In each case, receiver speed is set to 
vrec = 150 km/h, and Es / N0 = 10.5 dB. 

Comparing the corresponding curves in Fig. 4 an 
improvement may be noticed in system performance in the 
presence of frequency offset using ARF-OFDM receiver. 
ARF-OFDM receiver works in a wider frequency offset 
range compared to the other considered systems. 
Therefore, the range where there is a satisfying 
transmission quality is significantly wider for ARF-OFDM 
receiver. It can be noticed that the error probability for 
DFDD-OFDM receiver significantly rises after 
�f # Tf = 0.05. This is because DFDD algorithm is prone to 
error propagation [14], which becomes significant for 
higher frequency offset. At ARF-OFDM receiver the 
remodulation weights are determined independently for 
each filter branch in order to avoid the error propagation, 
and the error probability for slightly rises with the 
frequency offset due to the interchannel interference 
caused by the frequency offset. 

The gain achieved using ARF-OFDM receiver is also 
noticeable for N = 32 and N = 64, as can be seen in Figs. 5 
and 6. However, in this case DFDD-OFDM has slightly 
better performance for low frequency offset, but ARF-
OFDM is able to operate for much higher values of the 
carrier frequency offset. 

4. Conclusions 
In this paper we proposed the ARF-OFDM DQPSK 

receiver. In the absence of the carrier frequency offset, the 
detection performance of the proposed system is close to 
the coherent detection performance of the differentially 
encoded signal. 

The ARF-OFDM DQPSK receiver is compared with 
the receiver using the signal processing block of similar 
complexity (MSDD-OFDM and DFDD-OFDM), i.e. with 
the algorithms using a large number of samples for the 
operation. After the comparison, we can draw a conclusion 
that the ARF-OFDM DQPSK receiver is able to operate 
within significantly wider frequency offsets range than the 
other two (MSDD-OFDM and DFDD-OFDM) receivers, 
regardless of the number of OFDM channels. 

Hence the proposed technique is highly suitable for 
applications where bandwidth efficiency is utmost concern, 
such as mobile communications and low bit-rate 
transmissions between ground transceivers and LEO (low 
earth orbit) satellites. 
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Fig. 4. Symbol error probability versus normalized frequency 

offset for N = 16, NVC = 2 and TGI = TCP = 2Tc. 
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Fig. 5. Symbol error probability versus normalized frequency 

offset for N = 32, NVC = 4 and TGI = TCP = 4Tc. 
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Fig. 6. Symbol error probability versus normalized frequency 

offset for N = 64, NVC = 8 and TGI = TCP = 8Tc. 
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